This paper describes a concept called a virtual image and discusses its applications to telerobotics. The virtual image is a graphical tool which allows the operator to see the environment from any perspective that he wants. This concept proves critical in two situations: 1) when a sensor (i.e. wrist camera) from which the operator needs information is obscured, and the information is not directly provided by any sensor, 2) when the task requires moving a selected object relative to another object which is itself moving. These two problems will be discussed in detail along with the method by which the virtual image concept offers the solution. A simulation was created in which the virtual image concept was tested under a varying set of parameters for a teleoperational task. The parameter categories are camera/graphical views, graphical display content, written display content, and operator interface. The simulation will be described in detail along with the results and conclusions. In addition, the possibility of introducing automation as an aid for teleoperation will be discussed and a relevant simulation scenario will be analyzed. Throughout the paper, the real-world applicability of these ideas will be emphasized.
operator. It is necessary for the operator to know the location of each camera. If there are several moving cameras, the operator's workload will be increased.
A stereo vision system typically uses two cameras and fuses the views into one view. Two two-dimensional images can be merged into one three-dimensional one. A problem with stereo camera systems is that there is a trade-off between depth resolution and depth distortion. In addition, extra sensor processing is required to combine the multiple views into one. It is still an active area of research though and work is currently being done at JPL to refine this approach [3] . Another area of research is with graphic overlays. This involves synchronizing the computer's graphics output with the incoming video camera signal, and then placing both images on the video monitor screen [1] .
Another issue involved in aiding the operator is the operator control interface. This is important because, in teleoperation, it is not enough for the operator to see an image of the environment; he must be able to use this image to issue commands to the robot . Two commonly used hand controllers are three and six degree-of-freedom joysticks. Two three DOF joysticks are typically used (one for translation, one for rotation), and tests indicate, for tasks having high workloads, this type of interface is preferable [9] . The six DOF controller is effective in moving in multiple axes simultaneously, but it does produce unwanted cross coupling problems [2] .
In order to study how best to improve operator feedback, a simulation has been developed. Because this question is task dependant, the simulation has been limited to one particular task: putting a peg in a hole on a moving object. Though there are many other tasks that could have been chosen, this is an especially appropriate task because it is difficult, yet practical. Six degree of freedom mating is a very representative task in telerobotics. Thus, it is generic enough to allow conclusions to be drawn about other more specific tasks. Another important consideration is the validity of the simulation. This is critical because if the simulation's results do not apply in the real world, all of the experimentation and results are meaningless. Thus, great care was taken to explictly state all of the assumptions made when developing the simulation and ensuring that these assumptions are realistic. The simulation environment used in this research is called IGRIP, and it runs on a Silicon Graphics Workstation. IGRIP is a complete simulation tool and is easy to use. In this paper, a scenario will be described that has been modelled in IGRIP. A number of factors have been identified which affect the operator's ability to perform the task, and an experiment has been conducted using these factors. The motivation for introducing the scenario, the assumptions made, and the experimental results will be described.
Virtual Imagery
When performing pure teleoperation, the operator has the responsibility of controlling the robot. He must manually control the robot iteratively, based on some feedback as to the state of the environment. In most cases, this feedback is not direct; the operator relies on sensor feedback to perform the task. For this reason, it is critical that the operator receives visual feedback that he can quickly interpret.
Problems with Traditional Approaches
Unfortunately, direct camera images are often inadequate. Here are some of the shortcomings:
1. A live camera view is two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional world. Even by adding additional cameras or incorporating stereo vision, accurate depth representation is a problem.
2. Every camera has a set focal length, and this fixed length limits the operating range ofthe camera. This problem can be avoided by having a automatic focus camera, but this results in having to calibrate the distance to the size of the image every time the focusing changes.
3. Video cameras have settings such as zoom, tilt, and pan which the operator must vary based on each situation. The fine-tune adjustments of the view are not done automatically.
4. Environmental conditions such as poor lighting and constrast may leave the image blurred or unclear.
5. No matter how many cameras there are in the environment, the operator may not be able to see what he needs to see. This is because it is impossible to anticipate beforehand which viewing locations will be valuable, and even if the cameras could be moved, the view might be obscured.
6. Each additional camera adds the overhead of extra sensor processing and overall sensor fusion. The operator load increases as well if he is responsible for keeping track of multiple camera locations and views.
7. Adding cameras reduces the overall robustness of the system because since fixed cameras are placed before the task begins, there will be many situations where task critical views will not be available. This is an important consideration in the unpredictable environment of space [8] .
Virtual Image Example
As a consequence of the shortcomings of direct video images, enhancing visual feedback using a graphics workstation is explored. By using graphics, not only can the user view the environment from any perspective he wants, but the environment can actually be changed to suit his needs. For instance, if the operator needed to see the back side of an object, the object could be made transparent. In addition, the images are sharp and clear since all the colors and contrasts are selected by the operator. By using additional strategies such as visually monitoring a part of an object ( the one most convenient), and then transforming it into a graphical view for all other parts, accurate feedback can be maintained with sensor hardware kept to a minimum. To illustrate this concept, an example scenario is presented.
Scenario
An operator is teleoperating a manipulator to fit a peg in a hole on a 
Graphical Display Categories
Given that graphical views are more appealing to operators, the question then becomes: what constitutes a good graphical view? In order to answer this question, parameters involved with visual displays are first identified and discussed. There are three main parameter categories: camera views, graphical display content, and alphanumeric display content.
A. Camera Views. Though there are an infinite number of views that can be shown from a camera, there are three main types. It is important to note that each of these views come directly from a camera or can be derived from other camera views.
1. World Camera View. This view appears as if it comes from a static camera in a fixed position in the world. It allows the operator to get a global perspective on the environment. This camera's position can be moved to anywhere the operator wants. 2. Wrist Camera View. This view appears as if it comes from a camera which is attached to the wrist of the robot. The major advantage with this is that as the robot's tool tip translates and rotates, the camera moves with it, and it always appears that the tool tip is orthogonal to the operator. A disadvantage is that it can be confusing to decide from this view how to control the hand, since the world seems to move in a direction opposite to the control action. 3. Object View. This view appears as it is coming from a camera attached to the object. It proves especially useful with avoiding collisions with specific objects, and in tasks where moving to objects are necessary. When the object is stationary, this view is essentially the same as the world camera view. In the case of a moving object, the view appears as if the camera were moving with the object, and thus the object appears static. The motion of the object gets abstracted out and transferred into the environment as if it were the environment that was moving.
B. Graphical Display Content. There are many different ways of graphically representing raw camera data. b. Transparent. Some objects are displayed as transparent because it necessary to see through them. This mode is valuable because though it allows the operator to see behind an object, it yet maintains the image of the object so that the operator is still aware of its location. It is important to give the operator feedback most closely resembling the real environment because oversimplification can lead to uncertainty and unwanted collisions. c. Wireframe. This display style outlines the edges of the objects and displays the rest as invisible. The operator can get a better sense of depth perception than in the transparent case. d. Invisible. Making an occluding object invisible can help make the view behind it clearer (ie by removing obstructions), but the operator does not get a realistic sense of the environment. For example, if a part is made invisible, the operator will not know it is there and may collide with it. Invisibility should be used only with parts that are completely extraneous to the operation. 2. Graphical Aides a. Graphics Window. It is a window which can graphically depict relative transformations between the robot and an object. This can be done like many Flight Simulator Programs by showing a horizon in the center of the screen and having a moving background. b. Changing Color. Color can be used as an effective guide for an operation. For example, if a collision is about to occur, the colors of the colliding objects can be changed to warn the operator. C. Changing Size. As the robot moves close to objects, the view can be enlarged; as the robot moves away, a more global view can be shown.
C. Alphanumeric Display Content. There are many things that are most appropriately displayed to an operator quantitatively. Some of them are:
1. Distance to Target. For example, the straight line distance from the robot's tool tip to a specified target location may be useful. 2. Distance to Collision. This is the closest straight line distance from the robot to an object. 3. Absolute Position. The translational and rotational coordinates in the X, Y, and Z directions are displayed from some fixed, global reference frame.
4. Relative Position. This message provides the relative translational and rotational coordinates in the X, Y, and Z directions between two entities in the environment.
Simulation and Experimentation
In order to study how best to improve operator feedback, a simulation was developed. Because this question is task dependant, the simulation has been limited to one particular task: putting a peg in a hole on a moving object. Though there are many other tasks that could have been chosen, six degree of freedom mating is an especially representative task because it is difficult yet practical. It is generic enough to allow conclusions to be drawn about other specific tasks. Another important consideration is the validity of the simulation. This is critical because if the simulation's results do not apply in the real world, all of the experimentation and results are meaningless. Thus, great care was taken to explictly state all of the assumptions made when developing the simulation and ensuring that these assumptions are realistic.
In this section, a scenario is described that was modelled in IGRIP. The relevant assumptions are listed. The parameters identified as affecting the operator's ability to perform the task are provided along with descriptions of each. The experiement itself is described, and the results are listed. The experimental conclusions are then presented.
Scenario
An object is floating slowly through space. It is rotating and translating. There is a hole on one of the faces of the object. There exists a Cincinnati Milacron, T3-786 robot with a peg in its gripper which the operator can move around via some operator interface. The task is for the operator to maneuver the peg into the hole of the object, within some tolerance, without any collisions. The above scenario could have been posed using any generic robot.
Assumptions
A number of assumptions were made to derive a simulation from the scenario described above:
1. The robot base coordinate system is fixed.
2. There is a precise CAD model of every object in the environment. This serves as the basis for the model-based object recognition algorithms.
3. The coordinate transformations from the camera to the robot's tool tip and from the tool tip to the robot's base are known.
4. The robot can output its joint angles in real-time, and thus the position of the whole robot with respect to its base coordinate system is known.
5. The object has already been sighted and is within the view of the world camera at the outset.
6. Transmission time delays are negligible -ie. the operator is working from a nearby space station control room.
With round-trip delays, for example, of three seconds for communications from the earth to the moon, forward simulation could be used. For a complete discussion of this, refer to [4, 5] .
For the vision system, assume:
1 . A digitizer for each video camera which continuously processes frames. 2. A low-level vision module that can extract feature points from the digitized image. These feature points are then matched to the CAD model of the object and the locations of these points are derived with respect to the local coordinate system of the object. This matching process can be done in a man-assisted mode where the operator interactively assists by indicating which features in the image (e.g. corners, edges) correspond to those in the CAD model. It is assumed here that the feature matching is done automatically by the system. Two popular matching strategies are: tree searching and clustering [7] . 3. A higher-level vision module which, given the feature points, finds the location and orientation of the object in the camera coordinate system (pose estimation).
4. Another module transforms the six-dimensional position of the object into the robot base coordinate system. This is possible because, since the past camera trajectory is known, the position of the camera in the robot base coordinate system when the frame was grabbed is known.
The vision system can do all of this fast enough so that the information is not obsolete by the time it is
processed. This assumption requires some combination of an efficient vision system and a slowly changing environment.
Because the positions of all of the objects seen by the camera are known with respect to the robot base coordinate system and also because all parts of the robot are located with respect to this same system, the camera picture can now be translated onto a graphics model (simulation). Because this model gets periodically updated by the camera, it shows essentially the same view that the camera sees. The practical difference is that the objects in the simulation come from a CAD model, not the real world.
Experimental Parameters
The scenario described above was modelled in a simulation environment. An experiment was performed to determine which factors best aided an operator in performing a task. Four major display/control categories were tested in the simulation.
A. Camera Views (VIEW). Three were used in the experiment.
1. World Camera View (woc). One camera was placed in a fixed location in the environment. This camera view was available for all the trials. For this task, it was useful in performing gross motions and viewing relative transformations. The problem with this view was that it was not effective for performing fine motions. 2. Wrist Camera View (wc). The one problem is that there always is an offset between the tool tip and the camera, sometimes causing the camera view to be obscured. It would be more informative to display the robot as invisible. 3 . Object View (ob). Because of the infeasibility of actually placing cameras in space that move with objects, this view, unlike the previous two, was merely a transformation of the wrist camera view. The advantage with using this view was that the problem gets transformed from moving a peg into a moving hole to that of moving a peg into a static hole. One drawback was that the motion of the object became abstracted into the motion of the robot (ie. the robot continuously moved instead of the object). For this task, because the goal was to move the robot into an object's hole, there were two appropriate object views:
a. Object View 1 (obi). This view involved looking down onto the target hole where the peg was modelled as a solid, and the robot was modelled as transparent. b. Object View 2 (ob2). This view involved looking up from the target hole. Again, the peg was displayed as a solid and the robot as transparent. A solid object could be seen behind a transparent one, but a second transparent object could not.
B. Graphical Display Content (GDC). There were two main modes: normal and graphical.
1. Normal (-). In this mode, all of the objects were initially modelled as solids. Then, based on the viewing situation, the objects were changed to either transparent, wireframe, or invisible. A simple algorithm determined the size of the view based on how close the object was to the camera. If a collision occurred, the robot would turn red and move away from the object by five inches. 2. Graphical Mode (gra). This mode included all the features of the normal mode plus two additional ones.
First, a graphics window was added. It depicted the relative yaw/pitch distances between the peg and hole by moving a background around a fixed horizon. For this window, a rotational difference in the X direction caused the background to rotate (in the plane of the screen), and a rotational difference in the Y direction caused the background to translate up and down. The other feature was that when the peg's translations are lined up within some tolerence with the hole, the peg turned red.
C. Numeric Display Content (NDC). There were two display modes here: normal and additional.
Normal (-).
The operator received continuous feedback of two parameters: distance to target and distance to collision.
Additional Information (ai)
. In this mode, not only were the distance to target and distance to collision figures given, the relative position between the end of the peg and the center of the hole were also given.
D. Interface. The operator interface is of critical concern in a teleoperated task because it dictates the means by which the operator controls the robot. Not only must the operator receive proper visual feedback, he must also be able to easily maneuver the robot through the environment. In this simulation, all the inverse kinematics of the robot were predefined, so the operator could control the tip of the robot in cartesian space. For the operator's convenience, there were two coordinate systems in which the robot could be moved: absolute and relative. When the static, world camera was used, the robot moved in an absolute coordinate system that the operator could see on the screen. This coordinate system did not change based on the robot's motion. When the wrist camera view (or either object view) was used, the operator moved in the relative coordinate system. This coordinate system was relative to the tool tip, and thus, when the robot rotated, the coordinate system also rotated. This relative motion was intuitively easy to control when employing the wrist camera view. The axes are also displayed on the screen so the operator always knew where the x and y axes were pointing. The positive z axis was always straight down the tool. Five operator interfaces were used:
1. Mouse (mouse). With this interface, the operator clicked one of the three buttons on a mouse which translated/rotated the robot's tool tip in the specified direction. The left, middle, and right buttons 304I SPIE Vol. 1612 Cooperative Intelligent Robotics in Space II (1991) represented the X, Y, and Z directions respectively. The distance that the robot moved depended on where on the screen the operator clicked. There were explict blocks which had fixed distance values. The parameters such as positive/negative, translation/rotation, and world camera/wrist camera were set by clicking toggle buttons on the screen.
Mouse with aid (auto). The display for this interface was the Additional Information Written Display
Content. The operator moved the tool tip by simply clicking the mouse button on one of the distance readout windows, and the robot moved towards the target in that direction. The distance it traveled depended on which of the three mouse buttons was pressed. In other words, if the tool tip was 50 inches away from the hole in the X direction, if the operator clicked the left button in this window, the robot moved to 45 inches away. If, for some reason, the operator wanted to move away from the object in some direction, there was a toggle switch which allowed him to do so. 3. Graphical Window Interface (gwi). This interface was employed only with gra, and served to supplement the standard interface used in the trial. Basically, this interface created an input window which cooresponded to the graphic window described above. The interface was simple. When the operator wanted to correct the Y rotation, for example, he moved the mouse to the bottom of the input window. When he wanted to change the X rotation, he moved to either the right or left of the input window cooresponding to the direction he wished to rotate. 4. Six degree offreedom Joystick. A six DOF joystick was connected to the serial port of the Silicon Graphics computer. After a C program read the joystick data, it passed the values onto the IGRIP program via sockets. The joystick continuously emitted values to the port (whether they are read or not), so the question of proper sampling was critical. There was always a time lag between when the operator moved the joystick, and when the IGRIP program received the data and the robot completed its motion. Thus, when not sampled carefully, there was a queue of joystick commands that got built-up, and the lag time increased on the order of ten to twenty seconds. For this reason, the current polling scheme was to read a value, make the move, and then keep reading values until (0,0,0,0,0,0) had been detected. The next input was then processed. The joystick was run under two control schemes: variable positional and fixed positional.
a. Variable Positional (joy..var). When the operator exerted a force on the joystick, the robot moved a distance proportional to that force in each direction. The motion was coupled.
b. Fixed Positional (joyiix). When the operator exerted a force on the joystick, the robot moved in the direction in which the maximum force was applied. The distance travelled was determined by the operator based on the location of the mouse. The motion is entirely de-coupled and the robot traveled fixed distances.
The Experiment
Four operator subjects were selected to perform the experiments. None had prior experience with the system. Two of the operators had extensive experience in the area of telerobotics. All the operators were trained on the system for about 8 hours through a standard set of trials before performing the actual experiments. The training period was long and rigidly monitored to ensure that each operator got equally proficient with each trial. The list of trials listed in table 1. The abbreviations correspond to those listed with the descriptions of experimental parameters earlier in the paper.
The second column (labeled PEG) refers to the type of peg used in the trial. The default was a small rectangular peg, whereas bi stands for a large peg which serves to block the view of the wrist camera. The abbreviation oh refers to the object view (either obi or ob2) that the operator liked better. The full list of abbreviations can be found in table 2. Each trial was run four times under different object speeds and task tolerences. The four runs for each trail are listed in table 3.
The object speed corresponds to how quickly the moving object translated and rotated. The task tolerance represents the level of difficulty of the task. A low task tolerance required that the peg be within .75" of the center of the hole, while a high task tolerence required the peg to come within 1 .25" . This task tolerance parameter was introduced to simulate the precision involved in the particular task. Some tasks required a high degree of accuracy, while others did not. This parameter can also be thought of as efffectively varying the size of the hole because the higher the tolerance, the smaller the hole that the peg had to enter. In a typical run, the operator would first use the world camera to move near the object. He would position the robot so that the object was within sight of the wrist camera. Though this motion had inherently more error associated with it [7] , it was acceptable while performing such gross motions. After getting within wrist camera range, the operator switched to the wrist camera view (or vitual image view) to maneuver the robot for the mating operation. The time limit on each trial was four and a half minutes. The data recorded for each trial was the time taken to complete the task (if completed at all), and the number of collisions that occurred.
Results
A main source of error identified before the experimentation was learning on the part of the operator. Since the entire experiment was so long, the operator's skill visibly improved as he progressed through the trials. This was one the reasons the training period was so long, in effort to begin experimentation only after the learning curve had somewhat leveled off. To further mitigate the problem, the experiment was counterbalanced by having each operator perform the trials in a different order. The same was done for each of the four runs within each trial. Thus, though the data for each operator reflected some degree of learning, overall, the learning effects averaged out.
Still, because of the length of each trial and the time constraints on the operators, it is important to emphasize that the results are not statistically significant. Since there were only four operators, and since each operator performed each run of every trial only once, there was a high degree of variability involved.
A scoring system was introduced to determine which trial produced the best overall results. The scoring system involved computing a score for each of the four runs in each trial, and then summing the numbers over the four subjects. Thus, for each trial, there were sixteen data points. The equation used to compute the score was
. TIME± 1] where: TIME = the time, in seconds, taken to complete the task. It was zero if the task was not completed. COLL = the numbers of collisions that occurred. The term TIME+1 was introduced so that if TIME was zero (ie the task was not completed), the SCORE would be zero. The INT procedure truncated any fractions that were introduced.
With this weighting system, a collision equalled about twenty seconds in time. That was the penalty for a collision. In addition, if the task was not completed, then the score was zero regardless of the number of collisions. This was done because accomplishing the task was the top priority and, if it was not done, nothing else mattered. The results can be found in Appendix 1. It includes data for each of the four operators for not only each trial, but the four variations within each trial. The total scores are summed at the end.
Experimental Conclusions
1. The best view was object view 1 (looking down). This is because not only did it abstract out the motion the object, but it also provided excellent depth perception. Object view 2 (looking up) was deemed much better than the wrist camera view, but provided less clear depth perception than object view 1, because the operator was forced to look through the transparent object. Regardless, the results reveal that in a goal oriented task such as placing a peg in a hole, object views are critical. This is because by being given a clear focus on the goal, the operator has a reduced workload. He can concentrate solely on moving the robot without worrying about locating the goal. The fact that the moving goal was transformed into a static one also eased operator workload. A graph of this result is shown in figure 3 .
2. The graphical aide (relative rotation indictor) all by itself did not help the operator much. This was true because though the operator could get a better perspective on the relative yaw and pitch rotations, it was not easy to convert this knowledge into action. In other words, though the operator could easily see that he needed to rotate in the X direction, he had to take the time to convert this information into a mouse command. The fact that it was indeed easier to see relative rotation differences did not help much.
he was provided the means to intuitively correct the situation. In essence, he was directly moving the graphics themselves into the proper alignment.
4. The results with the increased alphanumeric feedback (lot) varied based on the amount of experience of the operator. An inexperienced operator found the numbers to be of no help at all, because he was too busy just controlling the robot. The numbers, if anything, only served to confuse the novice operator. But, as the operator grew in experience, the numbers became valuable. Fine motions could be performed with full confidence of the robot's exact relative location.
5. Interestingly enough, the auto mode did not greatly help the operators. This was more true the more the operator relied upon it. Some operators, in fact, relied so heavily on it, that they barely looked at the visual graphics. The problem with doing this was that not only were there are six numbers that required constant monitoring, but also that the rotations affected the translations (ie. they were coupled). In other words, the operator could spend the time to line up the translations, and then change the rotation because it is 5 degrees off. In doing so, the rotations could become aligned, but the translations got offset. Then, before the translations could be corrected, the rotations changed again. The result was that the operator was being far more accurate than he had to. Operator performance improved only when they realized that they should rely more on the graphics rather than the numerical feedback. Figure 2 shows a graph of the scores attained by operators while using all the above mentioned aids over the two types of camera views.
6. The increased performance by using the object views instead of the wrist camera view was not as large after introducing the graphical window and interface. Though operator performance still went up, it did not go up as dramatically as in the case when the wrist camera view was used. This reveals that by introducing graphical aides into the system, the adverse effects of having a poorer view can be reduced.
7. When the large peg (bl) was used, the wrist camera view was completely ineffective. This was true even when the graphical aides were introduced. This result emphasizes the importance of a good camera view in teleoperation. Without being able to see the target, the operator, regardless of how much other numerical and graphical information he is given, can not perform the task. In addition, when the object view was used, performance was significantly higher with graphical aides than without. This was because by having a larger block on top of the peg, the task became harder, and the harder the task, the more graphical aides helped. A graph showing exactly this is shown in figure 1.
8. The joy_var interface was very difficult for the operator to use and provided him with little success in performing the task. There were three main reasons for this. The first was that the operator had no feel for the mapping of force onto distance. In other words, it was difficult for him to tell how much force he had to apply to have the robot move a certain distance. If it had been something the operator had been used to, like turning a steering wheel on a car, it would have been easier. In addition, the operator's commands often became coupled. For instance, when the operator wanted to move in the x direction, the robot often also rotated in the y direction. Finally, the servo rate was so slow (limited bandwidth), that it took on the order of two seconds after the operator made a move for the robot to complete the move. This was because of the time delay in transmitting the commands to IGRIP. Also, since the joystick continuously emitted values even while not being read, a queue of values built up in IGRIP. Thus, this joystick interface simulated the type of communication delays that would be experienced by teleoperation tasks in space from the earth. Task speed decreased, and especially because a moving object was involved, task success decreased as well.
9. The joy_fix interface was better. The problems of relating force to distance and coupled motions were allieviated for this case. The results were good although the low bandwidth problem prevented it from being the best interface. Figure 4 shows a graph of the scores attained by using each of the three control interfaces while employing aids and no aids. 
